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ABSTRACT (FMM). The FMM work has involved numerical modeling using the
V-TOUGH code (Nitao 1989a), which is a modified version of the

Adequate representation of fracture-matrix interaction during TOUGH code (Pruess 1987), as well as the development of analytical
episodic infiltration events is crucial in making valid hydrological and semi-analytical models (Nitao 1989b). Recent calculations also
predictions of repository performance at Yucca Mountain. Various used the NI.JFT (Nonisothermal Unsaturated How and Transport)

approximations have been applied to represent fracture.matrix flow code, which has recently been developed at LLNL. This report
interaction, including the Equivalent Continuum Model (ECM), which describes the modeling of nonequilibrium fracture-matrix flow at
assumes capillary equilibrium between fractures and matrix, and the Yucca Mountain. The relative importance of matrix imbibition is

Fracture-Matrix Model (FMM), which accounts for nonequilibrium analyzed for the eight major hydrostratigraphic units in the unsa-
fracture-matrix flow. We analyze the relative impact of matrix imbi- turated zone. We also address the question of what sequencing of
bi)ion on episodic nonequilibrium fracture-matrix flow for the eight infiltration events gives rise to episodic behavior vs behavior which

major hydrostratigraphic units in the unsaturated zone at Yucca may be time.aggregated. The implications of nonequilibrium
Mountain. Comparisons are made between ECM and FMM predic- fracture-matrix flow for radionuclide transport are also discussed.
tions to determine the applicability of the ECM. The implications of

nonequilibrium fracture-matrix flow on radionuclide transport are also Background and Available Data
discussed.

Yucca Mountain consists of a series of variably fractured,
INTRODUCTION nonwelded to densely welded tuff units with an eastward tilt of about

5 to 30 deg (Montazer and Wilson 1984). The thickness of the unsa-
The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMSCP)of turated zone varies from 500 to 750 m. The potential repository

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is investigating the suitability location is in Topopah Spring (TSw2) moderately to densely welded

of the fractured, tuffaceous rocks occurring in the unsaturated zone at tuff, which is about 350 m below the ground surface and 225 m

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, for nuclear waste storage. Adequate above the water table (Klaveater and Peters 1986). Montazer and
representation of fracture-matrix interaction during episodic Wilson (1984) report the absence of perennial streams at Yucca
infiltration events is crucial in ,:_aking valid hydrological predictions Mountain. Therefore, recharge due to rainfall or snowmelt occurs
of repository performance under nominal and perturbed conditions, episodically.
Various approximations have been applied to represent fxacUtre-maUix
flow interaction. The Equivalent Continuum Model 0ECM) is a The matrix properties of the hydrostratigraphic units at Yucca
zeroth order approximation (Klavetter and Peters 1988) which Mountain am summarized in Table 1 (Klavetter and Peters 1986).

assumes instantaneous capillary equilibrium between the fracture and The units generally fall into two categories: (1) the welded tufts
matrix. Under this assumption, the fracture and matrix properties can O'I2w, TSwl, TSw2, and TSw3) and the nonwelded zeolitized unit
be pore-volume-averaged into an equivalent (or effective) continuum. (CHnz), ali of which have low matrix permeability, km, and low-to-
In the dual porosity approach, effectively a first order approximation, medium matrix porosity, _=, and (2) nonwelded vitric tufts of high
mass transfer between fracture and matrix is represented by a mass km and 0m ff'Tn and CHnv). The we!ded PPw has medium km and
transfer coefficient, implying quasi-steady-state flow. The dual pores- 4)m. The km of the nonwelded vitric tufts is 4 to 5 orders of magni-
ity approach has been applied to model single phase flow in fractured rude greater than those of the welded tufts and flus CHnz. Because of
reservoirs (Barrenblatt et al. 1960; Warren and Root 1963). the small matrix pore size of ali of the units, water in the matrixi)

pores is held under high suction potential, causing the capillary fringe
The second order approximation (Busc_ and Nitao 1988; to extend from the water table to the ground surface (Fig. 1).

Nitao and Buscheck 1989; Nitao, 1991) explicitly accounts for the Because of the low capillarity of ali fractures except those with very

fracture and matrix porosities using the Fracture-Matrix Model small apertures, most fracture.s will be drained of water under ambient
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Table 1

Yucca Mountain Tuff Matrix Properties
(gJaveuer and Peters 1988)

-Unit Sample Porosity Permeability S, ct 13 ,_
Code m 2 I0-2m-l

TCw G4-1 0.08 9.7xi0-_v 0.002 0.821 1.558

PTn GU3-7 0.40 3.9x10 "d4 0.100 1.500 6.872
TSwl G4-6 0.11 1.9x10 -li 0.080 0.567 1.798

TSw2 G4-6 0.11 1.9x10 -lI 0.080 0.567 1.798

TSw3 GU3-11 0.07 1.5x10 -_9 0.080 0.441 2.058

CHnv GU3-14 0.46 2.7x10 -l' 0.041 1.60 3.872

CHnz G4-11 0.28 2.0x 10 -Is 0.110 0.308 1.602

PPw G4-18 0.24 4.5x10 -16 0.066 1.41 2.639

w • welded n • nonwelded v - vitricz ..zcolitized

, _ _' 1.' :" sustain the steady-state flux at small saturations. The saturation
0 ' l TCw , ....x.__ " " profiles in the CHnz and PPw are less sensitive to variations in the

100 Saturation values obtained from the Reference Information Base

TSw1 I "1 (RIB) are also included in Fig. 1 03OE 1990). While zero rechargeflux results in a saturation of about 10 percent for the PTn and CHnv,

r [ the RIB reports mean saturation values of 61 and 91 percent, respec-

t200 ............ i--li fively. Obviously, significantrechargefiu:'os(i.e.,muchgrcaterthanthose shown in Fig. 1) are able to reach the high-km units without
t affecting the saturation of the neighboring low-k m units. Nonequili-
_, brium fracture flow through the TCw, TSwl, TSw2, and TSw3 is a

300 _ likelyexplanationfortheinconsistencybetweenthemeasuredsatara-

o_ ,, ..\ tion data and the saturation profile predicted by the one-dimensional,

- /TSw3\",\ 7 steady-state ECM. Moreover, bomb-pulse 36C1 measurements
reported by Norris (1989) are consistent with nonequilibrium fracture

400 flow from the ground surface to considerable depths. The
,._ _ RIB value_CHnv \':1_] discrepancy betw_n the apparent near-zero recharge flux to the low-

- - -- 0.132 mm/yr _...-_' I k m untts and the apparent large flux to the high-km units can also be

_ -.... 0.045 mm/yr CHnz ' _ partially resolved by mechanisms that remove water from the vadose

--_-_ O.O00?_nV_y _ zone. The.se mechanisms may include vapor flow (Thorstenson ct al.500 r.......... 1989) as well as lateral liquid flow along high-km units such as the

2-"- ....... P-I:_ ......... PTn and CHnv. The capacity of these mechanisms may be consider-
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 ably in excess of what is currendy required to provide a net zero flux

Liquid saturation at the repository horizon.

Fig. 1. ECM-calculated liquid saturation profile for various steady-
state, one-dimensional recharge fluxes vs data from the Reference In- Matrix,Dominated vs Fracture.Dominated Flow
formation Base (RIB) (IX)E 1990).

Nitao (1991) found that the flow behavior of a two-dimensional,
unsaturated fracture-matrix system is characterized by a critical flux,

conditions. These ambient conditions include gravity-capillary equili- q_, given by
briurn as well as a steady-state recharge flux, provided that the flux is
below the critic,al flux for matrix-dominated flow 0Nitao 1991). q_ = ¢_m(S,-Si)Dm (1)

Buscheck and Nimo (1991) modeled infiltration in Yucca where em is matrix porosity, S, is the maximum matrix saturation, Si

Mountain using a one-dimensional steady-state ECM. On the basis of is the initial matrix saturation, and Dm is the matrix imbibition
that model, the observed range in saturation at the repository horizon diffusivity constant. If the flux qf into the fracture satisfies qf>q;,

corresponds to a range in recharge flux of approximately -0.005 to the flow field is fracture-dominated, whereas ff qr<q_, the flow field
0.05 mm/yr. Figure 1 shows the vertical liquid saturation distribution is matrix-dominated and the system behaves as a single equivalent
from the water table (z - 568 m) to the ground surface (, = 0 m) for porous medium with capillary equilibrium between fracture and
zero recharge flux, which corresponds to gravity-capillary equilibrium, matrix. If the fracture entrance is ponded, the critical fracture

Because of the relatively small capillarity of the high-km PTn and hydraulic conductivity K_, or corresponding critical aperture b" from
CHnv units, the high capillary suction potential of their neighboring the "cubic" law, controls the flow behavior instead of the critical flux
units causes them to be nearly drained to near-residual saturation. Rocks with fracture aperture b sufficiently large such that b3>b "3

Figure 1 also includes recharge fluxes of 0.045 and 0.132 mm/yr, have fracture-dominated flow, while rocks with fracture aperture

resulting in saturations at, the repository horizonof 85 and 95 percent, sufficiently small such that b 3< b" 3 will be matrix-dominated.
respectively.Because of the relativelysmallkm of the TSw2 and
TSw3, the saturation profile within those units is quite sensitive to When the flux into a fracture is small enough, most of the
variations in recharge flux. Because of its large km, the CHnv can water is imbibed by th_ matrix near the inlet before it moves a



significant distance along the fracture (Nitao 1991). The wetting The matrix in flow region I has imbibed less than one fracture
front in the fracture lags behind the front in the matrix, and the speed pore volume (Fig. 2). Consequently, during flow I:)criodI, matrix
of the wetting front is dominated by matrix propex)ies. This condi- imbiNtion has not yet significantly retarded the speed of the wemng
)ion corresponds to matrix-dominated flow. The ECM is satisfactory front in the fracture. Therefore, the speed of the wetting front is
forthiscase. dominatedby thedrivingforcesm thefracture:fracturecapillarity,

theimposedboundaryfluxorpressure,andgravity.Forpondedcon-
Fracture-DominatedFlowPeriods ditionsattheinlettoverticalfractures,flowperiodIisdominatedby

gravity,andthewettingfrontmoveslinearlyintime.
,, Fracture-dominated flow occurs at higher fluxes. The wetting

front in the fracture moves ahead of the front in the matrix, and In flow region II, the matrix has imbibed merc than one frac-
matrix flow is primarily perpendicular to the fracture plane. Under ture pore volume (Fig. 2). Consequently, during flow period II,
the.soconditions,thespeedofthewcuingft'Ohiinthefractureis matriximbibi)ionsignificantlyretardsthespce.dofthewettingfront
governedby thecompc)itionbetweenthedrivingforcesinthefr'ac, inthefracture.Whereasthelackofretardationresultedinthewet-
turn(gravityandfracturecapillarity)andcapillaryimbibitionintothe ringfrontmovinglinearlyintimeduringflowperiodI,duringflow
matrix.Nitaoand Bus:he,ck (1989)foundthatfracture-dominated pe.nodII,matriximbibitionretardsthespeedoftheweuingfront,
flowcanbeclassifiedintothreephysicallyinmrpretableflowperiods, causingittomove astla.AlthoughflowregionIIcontrolsthespe,cd
correspondingtothe_gr_ towhichmatrixinteractionretardsthe oftheweuingfrontduringflowperiodII,flowregionIstillremains
speed of the wetting front in the fracture, with minimal retardation downstream of flow region II (Fig. 2).
occurring during flow period I, intermediate retardation during flow
period II, and maximal retardation during flow period III. In flow region III, matrix imbibition has fully saturated the

matrix between neighboring fractures. Consequently, the interference
The threefracture-dominated flow regions have both spatial and of the wetting zones between ncighboring fractures has reduced the

temporal significance. Figure 2 shows the longitudinal penetration of irnbibidon ram. The movement of the front is again linear m time
the wetting front in the fracture vs time for the three flow periods. (but substantially reduced relative to flow period I) and is the same as
The three diagrams in Fig. 2 depict how the flow periods are relamd that predicmd by the ECM. The reduction in the wetting front velo.
to spatial flow regions. The three straight line segments are asymp- city (relative to flow period I) is related to the ratio of the initially
toms identified theoretically by Nitao (1989b) and confirmed through unsaturated porosity in the fractureand matrix divided by the initially
numerical simulations by Nitao and Buscheck (1989). In the humeri- unsaturated porosity of the fracture. In Fig. 3, this reduction is
cal simulations we found that the transitions between the flow periods represented by a log shift in the curve of wetting front penetration _s
occur more gradually titan depicted by the straight line segments, time, with the log of the time shift, Alog t, given by

0

I

-I I I I I I I I I, I I
-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

• Loglo (tJtb)

Fig. 2. The asymptotic dimensionless fracture front penetration, h(t)lKftb, is plotted against dimen-
sionless time, t/tb, for tlm thr_ flow periods. The relationship between flow periods and flow regions
is depicted in the insets.
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The second extreme example of fracture-dominated flow pcr-
|r b + B (1- Si)_m ' (2) rains when km is extremely large, resulting in nearly instantaneous_0g t log
L b equilibrationbetweenthefractureand matrix.As soonas theflowin

where q_ ismatrixporosity,Si isinitialmatrixsaturation,b isfrac- thefracturere._;chesa givenlevel,imbibitionintothematrixoccursso
ture aperture, and B is fracture spacing. Although interference quickly that 0,_ entire matrix porosity lying between flowing fractures *_
between neighboring fractures has reduced the rate of man-ix imbibi- is saturated ta/ 100 percent. In this extreme mode, man'ix imbibition
don, because the entre matrix porosity is affecting the speed of the retards the speed of the wetting front in the fracture to the maximum

wettingfront,the matrixeffectivelymaximallyretardsthe speedof possibleextent.Ifa wettingfrontstartingfrom thegroundsurface _,
the wettingfrontin the fracture.AlthoughflowregionIIIcontrols were to reachthe water table,Yucca Mountain would have to be
the speed of the wetting front during flow period III, flow region II entirely filled to 100 percent saturation. Incidentally, the ECM incor-

and I exist downstream of flow region III (Fig. 2). porates only this extreme mode of fracture-matrix interaction (Fig. 3).
It should be obvious why the ECM always tends to overpredict

The performance of Yucca Mountain as a repository site groundwater travel time, GWTT. The ECM assumes the most favor-
depends greatly on whether it can prevent liquid pulses along frac- able possible degree of matrix interaction and thereby the greatest
turesfromO)reachingwastepackages(WPs),which would presum- possibledegreeof fractureflowretardationirrespectiveof whetherit
ablyacceleratetheirfailure,and (2)transportingradionuclidesto the isphysicallyvalidtodo so.

water table.The capabilityof Yucca Mountain to prevent these
failuremodes iscriticallydependenton thedegreeto which mauix Flow in Yucca Mountain willgcneraUyliebetweenthesetwo
imbibitionretardsthespeedof thewettingfrontin thefracture.Fig- extremeexamples.The extenttowhich matriximbibitionretardsthe
ure 3 summarizeshow the flowregionsrelatetophysicalrctardation speedof thewettingfrontinthefracturewillalwaysliebetween"no
of fractureflow. retardation"and "maximalretardation".

The impact of physicalretardationon fractureflow is best Overview of Fracture-MatrixFlow at Yucca Mountain

understoodby consideringthe two most extreme (i.e.,asymptotic)

examples of fracture-matrixinteraction.The firstexample occurs With regardto the degree of fracture-matrixinteractionat
when thematrixisimpermeable,resultingin no interactionbetween Yucca Mountain,we found thatthe major hydrostratigraphicunits

the fractureand matrix.In thiscase,thereisno transferof liquid generallyfallintotwo extremecategories:(I)high-kmunits,which
from the fracturetothe matrix.Therefore,allof the waterentering giverisetoa verylargedegreeoffracture-matrixinteractionand can

the top of the fracture(suchas may occur in washes duringrain- theaebysignificantlyretardfractureflow,and (2)verylow ks units,
storms)remainsinthefracture,resultinginthegreatestpossiblevclo- which giveriseto much lessfracture-matrixinteractionand thereby
cityof the wettingfrontin the fracture.Without fracture-matrix havemuch lesscapacitytoretardfractureflow.Accordingly,because
interaction,thematrixcannotplaya rolein retardingtheratuof frac- of theirverysmallkm, fractureflowwillbe greatestin thewelded
turcflow.ThissituationcorrespondstoflowregionI(Fig.3). TCw, TSwl, TSw2, and TSw3 units(aswellas in theCHnz). The

4 1 I I I I I t I l /_

AlOglo t = IOglo b ," /
3 - "

j j _'

_, / ,\0_%%_/j,

2 No fracture-flow - _" _'_

.s *" .,,_0_ /

1 ,, / _0_._ _ . /

o , , s_/5.,,-_ ///

0 _- _% J -_._/ Maximal fracture-flow

_. _\0_ / / retardation (ECM)

-1 _ I I ,'1 / I ] I I I I I "
-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Ioglo I-_- 1 .'

Fig. 3. Similar to Fig. 2, showing the relationship between the flow periods and the degree of fracture
flow retardation. Note that the ECM corresponds to maximal fracture flow reua'dation.



low k= resul= in fracture-dominated flow period II for small- to MODELING FRACTURE-MATRIX FLOW
medium-aperturefractures and fracture-dominated flow period I for
large-aperturefractures. The largek= of the PTn and CHnv resul= in Given that fracture flow along preferential flow paths provides
either (1) matrix-dominatedflow for small to medium apextumftac- the most likely means of transportingradionuclides to ',.hewater table,

._ ture.s, (2) frgctare-_tominatedflow period III for large-aperture frac- the.re are two major hydrological attributes of Yucca Mountain that
tures, or (3) fracture-dominated flow period II for very-large-aperture will tend to physically retardthe vertical movement of radiomclides.
fractures. These estimatesmay change as matrix imbibiuon data The first is the "disconnectedness"of preferentialflow paths,i.e., the
becomeavailable. However,the fundamentaldistinctionbetweenthe degreeto which thesepathsare discontinuous.Becauseof the small

,, impact of the low-k m and high-km units on fractureflow still holds, km, fracture-to-matrix-to-fractureflow will be tremendously impeded
by matrix flow in the welded units (and the CHnz). The high km of

Because fracture-dominatedflow pcriods I and II result in the the CHnv and PTn will result in fracture-to-matrix-to-fractureflow
greatest penetrationof wetting fronts in fractares, hydrological pe.rfor- being less impeded by matrix flow for small- to mexlium-apcrtur¢
mance assessment will be very sensitive to the vertical connectivity fractures, but merc impeded for large-aperture fractures. The second
of fracture networks in the low-km units. The high km of the vitric major auxibuteconsists of flow featuresthat laterallydivert or attenu-
nonwelded tufts may result in substantial lateral matrix flow. The ate fracture flow. Lateral attenuation is particularly important for
interaction of this lateral flow with vertically contiguous faults is a relatively large-scale, vertically connected fracturenetworks. Inaddi-
critical hydrological performance issue. Therefore, hydrological pcr. rien to lateral attenuationdue to matrix imbibition, flow branching
formance assessment will need to focus on whether (or how)fracture from major fracture pathways into tributazTfracr:res will have a
networks in the welded units facilitate fracture-dominated flow lateral dispersive effect on fracture flow. Lateral dispersion within
periods I and II and the interacuon of lateral mat,'ix flow within the fracture networks wiU enhance the impact of matrix imbibition on
vitric nonwelded units with vertically contiguous faults, fract_e flow.

Spatial and Temporal Variability of Recharge Flux Before analyzing the impact of fracture connectedness and
dispersivity, it is crucial to understand the time and length scales of

The analyses of Nitao and Buscheck (1989), Ni=ao(1991), and vertical fractureflow vs lateral matrix flow. Therefore, in this report
Buscheck and Nitao (1991) indicate the need to account for the areal we focus on the impact of lateral auenuation due to matrix imbibition
variability and episodic nacre of recharge flux. An importantques- by considering vertical fractures that extend from the ground surface
Uon is what sequencingof infiltrationeventsgivesrise t_ episodic to the water table. We will investigate the effectsof fracturecon-
behav=or vs behavmr mac may be thne-aggregaw.d. Buschcck and nectedness and dispcrsivity in future studies.
Nitao (1988) found that, because of matrix imbibition, little additional
penetration of a liquid pulse in a fracture occurs aft="a ponded An important objective of this study was to demonstrate the
sout_ of water is rearnoved.Because fracture flow will not persist for domain of applicability of the BCM in modeling episodic nonequili-
long (usually for only a few hours) following the removal of the briumflow at Yucca Mountain. Therefore, we conducted parallelcal-
infiltration source, the episodic nature of re.chargeflux will probably culations using the ECM properties. Comparisons of the calculations
be seea with little attenuation to considerable depth. For welded are listed in table form. We present two suites of calculations, in
tufts, the dimensionless liquid saturation, S,, of the matrix wetting which a ponded boundary condition is main_ned either at (1) the
zone decays to within 10 percent of native saturationconditions in a ground surface until the wetting front has broken throughto the rope-
few months, where S, is defined as sitory horizon, or (2) the repository horizon until the wettingfront has

broken through to the water table. The relative impact of matrix

S- Si imbibiLion is examined for the eight major hydrostratigraphicunits
S, ffi 1 - S-"-'_' (3) between the groundsurface and the water table.

Numerical Models, Physical Data, and Assumptions
whereSi is the initial matrixsaau-ation.For the CHnv it takesover
10 yr. For episodic infiltration even= separatedby a few days, the We consider a two-dimensional system of vertical, parallel, uai-
cumulative wetting front movement in rbe low-km units is nearly the formly spaced f.ractures extending continuously from the ground sur-
sameaswouldoccurlad ali eventsoccurredconsecutively.For the face to the water table. Becauseof symmetry,we can consideran
CHnv, even= can be separated by a year without affecting the cumu- infinite periodic two.dimensional system extending from the no-flow
lative wetting front movemenL boundary at the midplane of the fracture to the no-flow boundary at

the midplan¢ of the malrix block. Liquid enters the top of the frac-
As previously mentioned, the high suction potential of the ture under a constant pressure due to pending. In the first suite of

matrix results in the fracuats be,ing drained of water under conditions calculations, the top of the fracturerepresents the floor of a drift at
of low re.charge flux. Similarly, the high suction potential of the the repository horizon. This situation is applicable to the "human
matrix wiU result in the WP borehole being drained of water under intrusion drilling scenario" being considered by the YMSCP. In this
low re.chaxgeflux. This is the basis of one of the primaryhydrologi- scenario, once an exploratory driUing operation has penetrated a drift,
cal performance attributes of the WP emplacement configurations: a circulation of drilling fluid is lost, thereby introducing enough fluid to
capillary barrierexists between the WP and the borehole wall, so no maintain a ponded condition for a limited period. In the second suite
pore water should contact the WPs. As long as rock around the WP of calculations, the top of the fracture represents either the ground
re.mains partially saturatedand the capillary barrier is intact (no WP surface or the base of the alluvium (e.g., within a wash or the

I

contact with the borehole walls or sloughing of rock into the streambed of an ephemeral stream).
boreholes), them is no mechanism other than fracture flow to allow
water to contact lhc WPs. Therefore, on the basis of the observation Using the matrix propertydata listed in Table 1 (Kiavcuer and
that fracture flow is insignificant after removal of an infiltration Peters 1986), we modeled the eight major hydrostratigraphicunits in
source, the key consideration determiningwhether waterwill contact the unsaturatedzone. lt is important to note that characteristic curve
the WP is the intensity and duration of the maximum possible data are not available for imbibition. Applying the characteristic
infiltrationepisode, Le., an event or a group of events thai effectively curves determinedby Peters and coworkers (1984) with the use of an
act as a single event, oven psychrometer to imbibition calculations for Grouse Canyon



densely welded tuff, Buscheck and Nitao (1987, 1988) found that a GW77", for wetting front penetration through (1) the low-k= welded
reasonable match between modeled and observed data was obtained if units, TSw2 and TSw3, and (2) the high-k= nonwelded vitric unit
k= was reduced by a factor of 40. This discrepancy could be attri- CHnv (column 2 of Table 3). For the reference case (b = 100 tazn
buted to uncertainty concerning km or to capillary hysteresis. Using and B = 3.0 m), it takes only 4.5 h for the wetting front to penetrate
data for the welded tuff TSw (Lin and Daily 1990), we obtained a the TSw2 and TSw3, but an additional 83 days to penetrate the a,
reasonable match between modeled and observed imbibition data after CHnv. Figure 5(a) shows So at t = 8 h, shortly after the front has
applying a similar reduction in km. In order to approximately account reached the CHnv. Flow in the CHnv is dominated by the matrix and
for what is an apparent capillary hysteresis effect, we decided to so is laterally diverted as quickly as it enters the CHnv. After 20
apply this k m reduction factor to al/of the units listed in Table 1. days, the wetting zones from neighbonng fracttav.s start to interfere

[Fig. 5('o)]. Because of the dominance of matrix /low, the wetting
Data on fracture properties in Yucca Mountain is sparse. For a front does not penetrate the CHnv and enter the CHnz until entirely

range of fracture spacings listed in Table 2, Buscheck and Nitao saturating the CHnv [Fig. 5(c)]. Because of the small km of the
(1991) calculated the hydraulic aperture on the basis of the cubic law CHnz and the very high initial saturation of the PPw, it takes only an
(Witherspoon et al. 1980) and the bulk permeability measurements additional 3.4 days for the wetting front to penetrate those units and
reported by Montazer and coworkers (1985) and Thordarson (1983). reach the water table [Fig. 5(d)].
Note that for this calc,ilation, we conservatively assumed ali fractures
to be parallel. We considered fracture apertures, b, of 10, 50, 100, Tables 3 through 5 illustrate the impact of matrix flow by com-
200, 400, and 1000 Inn. paring GWTT for the case of no matrix flow (column 1) with the case

of fracture-matrix interaction (column 2). Column 3 lists the "retm-.
dation" ratio, R,,, defined as the ratio of the GWTT with matrix

Table 2 interaction to the GWTT without matrix interaction. In other words,
Calculated Fracture Apertures Based on R m is the factor by which GWTT is delayed by virtue of matrix
Reported Bulk Hydraulic Conductivities interaction. By definition, for flow period I, Rm < 2. Therefore, in(Montazer et al. 1985; Thordarson 1983)

the reference case, as the wetting fi'ont penetrates the TSw2 and
assumed fracture fracture al_rture: b TSw3, a transition occurs from flow period I to II (Table 3). As the
spacing, B (m) (_n) wetting zones in the CHnv begin to interfere, flow in this layer

1.00 203 to 587 changes from matrix-dominated flow to fracture-dominated flow
0.3 141 to 407 region Hl. Fracture-dominated flow period II persists in the CHnz....

0.1 94 to 273 and PPw. For b = 10(K)Ism(Table 4), the large fracture conductivity
0.0i 43 to 127 dominates flow, with flow period I persisting in ali but the CHav,

where flow period II prevails (Fig. 6). Notice that it only takes 70 s
for the wetting front to reach the CHnv, another 30 s to penetrate the

The Environmental Assessment (DOE 1986) reports from 15 to CI-Inv,and a total of only 345 s to reach the water table (Table 4).
40 fi'actures/m3 for welded units and as few as 1 ffacmre/m3 for
nonwelded units. Because many fractures will not lie along fracture Tables 3 through 5, column 4, list Rm predicted by the ECM.
pathways that are connected to an overlying source of water, the Effectively, the ECM provides instantaneous matrix interaction over
effective fracture spacing will be considerably greater than the ali of the matrix porosity lying between wetting fractures. The
apparent fracture spacing. We considered fracture spacings, B, of GWTT is over'predicted by the ECM for the TSw2, TSw3, CHnz, and
0.3, 3.0, 30, 100, and 400 m. PPw. Only for the CHnv (and only for b < 100 Izrn) is the ECM

sufficiendy accurate (Table 3).
Ponded Conditions at the Repository Horizon

While it was necessary for the wetting zones in the CHnv of
Before conducting the episodic infiltration calculations, it was the reference case (8 = 3.0 m) to interfere prior to re-establishing

necessary to initialize the saturation and pressure fields in the model.
For the reference case, a steady-state recharge flux of 0.045 mm/yr .-
was used, resulting in a repository saturation of 85 percent (Fig. 1),

which lies at the upper end of the range of measured saturations at o_ _ ,, , ,,,,, , ....
the repository horizon (DOE 1990). The saturation at the water table HItl/ "'tis fixed at 100 percent.

For the episodic irtfiltration calculations, a ponded upper boun- _ :_/]/' tf
dary is maintained at the repository horizon (at ps= 1atm, where p, = _ rs,a _ _. TS,a

rho fracture entrancepressure), until the wetting front breaks through _.'_3°: ..- f

to the water table, located 225 m below the repository. Figure 4(a) is
a contour plot of dimensionless liquid saturation,So [Eq. (3)], 2 h • --

into this episodic event. Notice how the wetting front in the fracture o_

has already penetrated 35 m and that matrix imbibition is primarily _o. "_" "_i

perpendicular to the fracture plane. The ECM predicts a very .........................................................................
different saturation distribution for this case [Fig. 4('0)], with the wet- )
ring front only penetrating 0,56 m after 2 h. By assuming capillary
equilibrium between frectures and matrix, the ECM allows instantane, so ..........................................
ous mass transfer from the fracture to the entire initially unsaturated J I J lc_'_l , ) ) ,
matrix porosity, resulting in maximal retardation of the wetting front o o.ol o.oa o.o_ o.o4 o.oso o.ol o._ o.o3 o.o4 o.o_
in the fracture. Lateral distance (m)

Fig. 4. Dimensionlessliquid saturation,So, for a lO0-1amfracture
The impact of matrix flow on the weaing front movement is and a fracture spacing of 3.0 m for ponded conditions at the reposito-

illustrated by comparing portions of the the groundwater travel time, ry horizon at t = 2 h. (a) FMM calcuh=tion. (b) ECM calculation.

(;
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Table 3 0 I ] ' I ' [ '
b • I00 tun; 8 = 3.0 m (Reference Case)

GWT"/" GWT/" R= R.. TSw2
(m,cM) _ (m,o_ (ECM)

(w/omautx) (w/mamx)
., O) O) 40

TSw2 & TSw3 7359. 1.62xlff' 2.2 455. TSw3

CHnv 551. 7.tSxtO" 13028. t3720. _. :_Z_.." .....i::::::':: ..............::_'""
Cl-lnz & PPw 1.96x104 2.94x10_ 15. 373.

,. TOT.M., 2.76x104 7.46xl06 270. 66Z _'_ 80 CHn v -

.._o
Tsble4 u)

b ,,lO001.tm;B .. 3.0 m OQ.
GWT/ GWT/" R= R=
(Rdl_ (FldM) (Fr.lM) _C._ ¢ 120

(w/omauix) (w/m_r_) o
(s) (s) j_ CHnz

"TSw2 & TSw3 70. 70. 1.0 45.6 J¢
CHar 5.5 30. 5.4 137Z _..

Cl-{nz & PPw 200. 245. 1.2 37.5 _ 160
TOTAL 276. 345. 1.3 66. !

Tabb $

b ,, I(X) _tm;B ,,30m .............................................
GW'r/ GWTr R, R= 200
(F'MM) (YM_ (FM_ 0_CM) PPw

(w/omea'ix) (w/ma_ia)
(s) O) _ I J I t I 1

TSw2 & TSw3 7359. 1.62a10_ 2.2 4550. 0 0.04 0.08 0.1 2

C'_v SSI. 2.08xlO' 3_7x10" 1.37xlO' Lateraldlatance (m)

CHaz&PPw 1.96x104 3.18x106 162. 3730. Fig. 6. FMM-calculated dimensionless liquid saturation, S., for a I.:TOTAL 2.76xI(P 2.45xI0_ 887. 6620.
1000-)anfracture and a fracture spacing of 0.3 m for ponded condi- V/
tions at therepository horizon at t = 350 s. r

0 ' I ' I v I ' ' I ' I ' I

TlkCa (i) T_Ca Co)
fracture-dominated flow, for wider fracture spacing fracture-

4o ........................................................................................ : dominated flow is eventually re-estabLishedby virtue of the small
............................................... ..... thickness of the CHnv and decaying matrix imbibition flux. Eventu-

so:"-............. '_'_" .................................. "_c_ .................... ally, the total flux into the matrix declines to the point that the frac-
ttu'e flUXis sufficient to penetrate throughto the CHnz. For b = 100
lasnandB = 30 m,thispoint occurs after thewettingzonehasspread

1_ 6.08 m laterally in the CHnv [Fig. 7(a)]. Because the wetting zone
CHaz Caaz width is muchlessth_ lhc fracturespacing(B = 3 m), increasingB

to 30 m does not aftc.." 'he GWTT through these units, However,

._Eiso increasing B dees significantly affect GWTT through the CI-Inv,
_, Because of the lack of inL.'rferencewith the neighboring fractures, it
o takes 241 days for the wetting front to penetrate the CHnv [Fig. 7(a)],............................................

--- aoo-"........................................... while for B = 3 m it takes only 83 days [Fig. 5(d)]._) PPw PPw

g i I i I I I i t I i I i I i

l_or B = 30 m, even after the wetting front haspenetrated

TS,ca (_ . through the CHnv. the l_,rge lateral matrix flow into this layer contin-
, ues to significantly retaxd Lhc speed of the wetting front as it

4o ............. "_ ..................... - penetrates the CHnz and PPw. Consequently, it takes an additional
_. lr" 49 days for the wetting front to reach the water table [Fig. 7(b)]. For

_"c.n_ "c_,, B = 3 m, since the CHnv becomes fully saturated, lateral matrix flow
rs so- - I " into it ceases and it no longer retards the speed of the wetting front.

I Consequently, it takes only an additional 3.4 days for the wetting
_ao fronttotravelfromtheba';eoftheCHnv tothewatertable.A

c_ [| c_ _ three-dimensionalmap of the major hydrostratigraphicunits at Yucca
Mot,ntain (Ordz ct al. 1985) indicates that the CHnv is not areaUy

1so _ extensive over mc repository block. Therefore, we repeated the
episodic flow calculations for situations in which the CI-Inv is absent.
For b = 100 pJn and B = 30 m, the absence of the highly aaenuating

s 200 - ............................................ -
,,,,. CHnv results in the wetting front taking only 52 h to reach the water

, , , l , _ _ - table [Fig. 7(c)]. Obviously, thepresence(or absence) of the high-km
0.0 0.4 0._ 10 0.0 0.4 o.i 1.2 Cl-Inv unit hasa profoundeffect on fracture-matrixflow below the

• Lateral distance (m) repository.

Fig. 5. FMM-calculatcd dimensionless liquid saturation, S., for a For 1000-1J.mfractures, the presence (or absence) of the CHnv
100-timfractureanda fracturespacingof3,0m forpondedcondi- onlyminimallyimpactsfracatre-matrixflowbelowtherepository.
dons at the repository horizon at (a) t = 8 h, (b) t = 20 days, (c) t = For the case in which ,, = 10(X)i.unand B = 3.0 m, the wetting front
83 days, and (d) t = 87 days.
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o , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,- Figure8 isa log-logplotof theinformationinTable6. Notice

rsua (') rs_ lh) that the slopes of all of these curves (except the CHnv) vary from -3
for small b to -I for large b. For the CHnv, the transition to a slope

(o • - •............................................ of -I occurs for b > 1000 l.tm. Therefore, the sensitivity of theTSw3 TSw3

:::::::::::::::::::............. :::::::::::::::::::lateralpenetrationof thewettingzone in thematrixvariesirom b=3 *.

light of the analysis of Nitao and Buscheck (1989), who found that
the lateral penetration, d=, of the wetting zone in the matrix is depen-

I=0 denton thematrixwettingdiffusivity,D=: "

¢_ cHn, 204-5_=t

d= - (4)

,,,..,,

_' During flowperiodI,thewettingfrontpenetration,h (t),islinearly
o =0, ............................................- "|"........................................
"_ PP_ g_:,\ PPw dependenton thesaturatedhydraulicconductivityofthefracture,Kt:O

i I i I i I t = *'('_; l , l , I i 7
4 8 12 0 4 ii 12

o , , , , , , , , , , , , , , h(t)- Krt (5)
_0 TSva (©) TSwa (d)m

"_ 40 ................... _...................... •............................................ where Kt - b2. If it takes t = t" for the wetting front in the free-r. "f_w3 TSw3
_= ............................................................................................. ture to vertically penetrate the entire thickness of a hydrostratigraphic

...................................• ................ unit, L then
e'_ 80 - '

L = h(t') - b2t" (6)
120

Cl.b_ CHn_
We now define d_ to be the maximum lateral penetration of the

imbibition front in the matrix during the time it takes the wetting
_eo front to vertically penetrate a given hydrostratigraphic unit (i.e., for

t =t'), such that

m, .,. d_, -
I [ " I , I , I , I J

0 0.2 0.4 OJI 0 0.04 0.041 0.1:)

Lateral distance (m)

Fig, 7. FMM-calculated dimensionless liquid saturation, S., for Substituting into Eq. (4), we get

ponded conditions at the repository horizon, ta) For a 100-1am frac- 2D_/'_m_ (7)
tureand a fracturespacingof 30 m att = 241 days. Co)Same case dm - 4"_ b
at t = 290 days.tc)Same casewithno CI-Invatt = 52 h. td)Fora
1000-l.tmfractureand a fracturespacingof 0.3m withno CI-Invatt

"- ' I ' 1 ' I ' I ) i

= 260 s. :,. "', - - -" CXnv "1
"'-. ""- ..... PPw .._

takes only 260 s to reach the water table [Fig. 7(d)]. Recall that 2_.. ""._ "'.., .... CHnz /
where the CHnv is present, it takes only 345 s for the wetdng front in - _ _. "_. " ..... TSw2?a 1000-pm fracua'e to reach the water table (Table 4). B_ause of ,_ 0 -

the dominance of flow in a lO00-1.un fracture, matrix flow in the "_,, "" _ _ "_"'" 4

high-km CHnv is capable of delaying the amval of ti,e wetting front .., - "" "- ..._ .._ L ..._..._"by only 85 s (33 percent) relative to mo case in which the CHnv is -2

tionof the wettingfi'ontis insensitive to the matrixproperties of the " " "- "_ --"
units being penetratedby that front -4 - , I I

-R.O -4.6 -4.2 -3.8 -3.4 -3.0

Length Scalesof Lateral Matrix Flow vs Fracture Flow LOglOb
Fig. 8. Log.log plot of the maximum width of the wetting zone vs

In order to model more complex fracture network geometries, it fracture aperture for the five major hydrostratigraphic units between

is useful to quantify the length scales of lateral matrix flow for the the repository horizon and the water table.
respective hydrostratigraphic zones at Yucca Mountain. For this put.

pose, Buscheck and Nitao (1991) conducted a suite of calculations for
fracture apertures ranging from 10 to 1000 I.tm and for fracture sp_.:-
ings sufficiently large to preclude any interference between neighbor- Table6 =
ing fractures. At the point at which the wetting front in the fracture MaximumLateralSpreadof the WettingZone in theMamx(m)
jtmt reaches the bottom of a given unit, the maximum lateral penetra. 1o ttm 5o pm too pm 2oo_ 4oo ua, 1000tun
doa of the wetti1_g zone into the matrix in that unit is listed in Table fracture fractme fracture fracture fracture fracture
6. Table 6 can be used as an upperbound on therequiredspacing TS'w2 4.15 3.54xi0"6.26xi0-"2.32x10-"1.08xl0"J 4.48xI0''

between wettingLracmresin orderforthe ECM to be validforthis TSw3 0.90 5.4"/xI0"_ 9.68xi0" 3.59x10"4 1.61x10"*6.92xI0-_

idealized system of fractures. Notice that for ali but the CHnv (and CHnv S.92x10_ 47.3 6.08 0.80 0.li 6.74x10-3
for b > 100 pm), the necessary spacing is on the order of millimeters CHnz 68.7 0.35 6.97x10-_ 9.27x10"_ 2.06x10._ 1.01xt0-J
tO eA_ntimcte_. PPw 700. 5.60 0.71 9.0xi0 -a 1.28x!0 "J 5.3xi0 -y



yielding a b-_ dependence of lateral mauix penetration during flow o • , • , • , • , • , • ,.. , • , • , • , . , .
periodI. This clcpendea_is consisteatwith theobservationconcern- (.) Tcw (b) TOw
mg bmFig.8.Noti periodX.d'- , ,,. ..... - .
N_L'. .......................................

• During flow period II, the wetting frontmovement is given by loo
1"Sw1 TSwl

h(t) - KN'i_ 15o'
.,f

where_ - b. Therefore, 2°° ......................................

L = h(t') - b_/7"t 2_
1_w2 "fSw2

Substitutinginto Eq. (4), we get 3°°

d'- - _ b3 (8) o_.. , • , • , • , ,. _ , . , . , . , . , .L'°' | "°"

yielding a b_3 dependence of lateral marx penetration during flo,v _, ,o__ j ,'ra 21t _"_-"_"_'_i - _2212_ _
period II. This dependence is consistent with the observation for
small b in Fig, 8. Notice that during flow period II. d_ scales _. 10o_-
linearly with L. _ TSwl TSwl

"0 150
Ponded Conditions at the Ground Surface c..,!

o
m 20o .......................................

This section considers a two-dimensional system of vertical,
parallel, uniformly spacedfracturesextending continuously from the o
ground surface to the repository. Starting from the ground surface, z_
this model includes the low-k, welded TCw, the high-k, nonwelded _ Ts_ TS.a
vitric Fin, and the low-k, welded TSwl and TSw2 (Table 2). A _" 3OO

sU_Mly-slaterecharge flux of 0.045 mm/yr was once again used in the _ ireferencecase(Fig.I) ....................... , ,

• i --" , i - i • • i • i • 1 , • ',' ! -
Because of the low k. of the welded TCw, it only takes 1.5 h |(*)' t_w ' (0 TCv,

forth, wettingfront in, 100-pmfracnuetopenetrateitandreach ,sos- "_ ,m ,T._._._..._._II icl

ring zone in the Frn without the effect of interferencewith neighbor-
ing fractures, a large fracture spacing was modeled (B = 400 m). 1
Because of its largek., the Frn matrixdominates the propagationof TSw_
the wetting front through it [Fig. 903)]. Since matrix flow is dom-
inated by imbibidon, "transverse matrix flow" (TMF) results in the
PTn, as is evident in Fig. 903). Gravity has not yet significantly con-
mbutedto mauix flow in the Frn. am ..................................................................................................

Matrix-dominated TMF conditions continueto prevail during _o
the first 30 yr of this ponded event and the wetting zone in the matrix tsta vswa
has vertically penetratedthe Frn [Fig. 9(c)]. Because of the domi-
nance ofmatrixflow.the fracture in the Frn continuesto be desa- am
turated;therefore,theverticalmigrationofthewettingfrontinthe

• ! . I , J . ! , I . • I . I , I t 1 _ t ,
PTn hasoccurredentirelyin thematrix,primarilydominatedby imbi- o 20 4o Go eo loo no o 20 4o eo eo _oo 12o
bition. The effect of gravity on matrix flow is beginning to become Lateral distance (m)
evident in the lowerFrn [Fig. 9(¢)]. Notice that because of the small Fig. 9. FMM-calcula_-dimensionless liquid saturation,Se for a
k. of the TCw, lateralmatrixflow in this unit is minor. 100-tam fracture and a fracturespacing of 400 m for ponded cond/-

tions at the ground surface at ta) t = 1.5 h, 03)t = 10 yr, (c) t = 30
The effect of gravity on matrixflow in the Frn is very evident yr, td) t = 62 yr, (e) t = 68 yr, and (O t = 70 yr.

at t = 62 yr [Fig. 9(d)]. As the liquid saturationin the lower PTn
builds up, the liquid-phase permeability continues to increase and
eventually becomes high enough to facilitate gravity-driven flow.

s The addition of the driving force of gravity to that of imbibifi,.,n
causes lateral flow in the lower Frn to overta_ the lateralflow in the facilitating the penetration of the wetting front throughthe PTn and
uppex Fin (whexe flow is primarily driven by imbibition). Notice into the TSwl. The low km of the TSwl promotes fracture.

, that the matrix continuesto dominate flow in the PTn, causing the dominated flow period II in this layer. At t = 6g yr [Fig. 9(e)],
fracUa,e to remain unsattwatedin this unit. fracnu'c-dominatedflow period III continues to prevail in the PI'n,

with fracture-dominated flow period II occurring in the TSwl and
Between t = 62 and 64 yr, flow in the Frn undergoes a transi- upper TSw2. At t = 70 yr, the wetting front reaches the repository

rien from matrix-dominated to fracmre-dominaw..dflow period III, horizon [Fig. 9(f)].

9
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An examination of the wetting front movement through the what extent) the PTn is capable of attenuating liquid flow in fractures.

TSwl and TSw2 indical=s that wetting front penetration is related to At the same time, sit, characterization will need to address the flow
t 2. This relationship is tim result of total matrix imbibition into the phenomena that may b¢ giving rise to saturations in the CI-Inv that
PTn declining as t -tta. Therefore, the net flux available to ponearat= gre,ady exceed saturations consistent with zero recharge flux.
the TSwl and TSw2 incrcas¢s as t 2. This general relationship will e.

hold whenever a unit of very high km overlies a unit of much lower As a liquid pulse moves down a fracture, it is continually losing
k,. The wetting front moveanent in tlm underlying low-km unit will water by imbibition into the adjoining matrix. If a pulse wen= intense

be dominated by the net flux available for fracture flow, i.e., the net enough to allow water to reach a failed WP, it could dissolve
flux that has not been imbibed by the overlying high-km uniL The radionuclides and transport them toward the water table. Shortly after *
implication for fracture flow through and below the repository horizon the end of the episodic event, liquid in the fracture would be totally
is that wetting front movement in the TSw2, TSw3, CHnv, and CHnz imbibed by the matrix along with any dissolved radionuclides.
may be largely governed by fracture.matrix interaction that is occur- Although subsequent pulses might transport "additional" radionu-
ring hundreds of meaers above (within the PTn). Therefore, an ad¢- elides, their capability to further displace radionuclid, s imbibed by
qua_ understanding of fracture.matrix flow in the CHnv and CHnz the matrix during earlier events will be limited. This limited capabil-
unitsunder currentand futureclimaticconditionsmust includea itytofurtherverticallydisplaceradionuclidesstemsfromthefactthat

comprehensivequantitativeunderstandingof fracture-matrixflowin
theoverlyingintervalsof Yucca Mountain,particularlyintheVIM.

° .........TCw lbl TCw

The the°ry °f Nita° and au"qcheck (l'89) ca/l be uscd t° t'_°m" _ "_-/-='"-'...........................,,n _ i_._._!iiiiiiiiii/:iiiiiiiii

parethetimerequiredtopenetratethePTn and CHnv, definedinEq. _ so
6 as t'. The ratioof t" forthesetwo unitsisgivenby ..........

t; Dm_ (91 ==1so TS._ TS.1
Equation (9) holds where TMF conditions prevail. Because of the t t

small t" for the CHnv, there was insufficient time for gravity to m =oo/ ..............................................................................................
become significant, so TN_ conditions prevailed in this unit Given o_

the matrix properties of the PTn and the CI-Inv, t_r./t_a_. = 76. ._ =sol

Given t_ = 290 days, then t_ro = 60 yr. However, because the --= TS_ _ TStaeffect of gravity is beginning to invalidate the assumption of TMF c_
conditions in the PTn, we find that it takes 70 yr for the wetdng front _ =mo

to peaetrat* the PTn. Because gravity flow effecL;vely enhances the _ J _ _ = , , ,
lateralmatrixdiffusivityin thePTn,thematrixcontinuestodominat* 0 o.o6 o.1o o.I= o.=o o.=so o.os 0.to o.ls o._o o.=s

flow longer than would have occurred had TMF conditions prevailed. Latersl distance (m)

Where TMF conditions prevail, eventually there is a transition from Fig, 10. FMM-calculated dimensionless liquid saturation, So for a
matrix, to fracture-dominated flow because the imbibition flux 1000-pm fracture and a fracture spacing of 3.0 m for pondedcondi-
declinesas t-ta. In thisexample,the effectof gravitycausesthe ikonsatthegroundsurfaceat(a)t = 2200 s and (b)t = I h.
matrixfluxaway from the fractureinletat the top of the PTn to

declinelesssteeplythana t-;adependency.

For a I000-p.mfracture,ittakesonly30 s forthewettingfront

to penetrate the TCw. Because of the high km of the Frn, the matrix
dominates flow for a short period of time, keeping the fracture in the
PTn unsaturated.At t = 2200 s, the fracturein thePTn beginsto

dominam flowand become saturated[Fig.10(a)].The wettingfront
penetratesthePTn inabout2400sand re_&es therepository,horizon

['Fig.10(b)]only I h afterthe start ofthe event.

SUMMARY OF MODEL RESULTS

Figure11 sunmmriz_ some of thepre#.edingcalculationsand
illustramshow theseresultsimpactsit*suitabilityand sitecharacteri-
zation.The grayscal,representsthesaturationdistribution,which
cot_espondsto0.045mm/yr st*ady-stamrechargeflux(Fig.I). Fig-

um 11 summarizesthe100-timfracmr,cases,which were drivenby
ponded conditionsat eitherthe ground surfaceor the repository.
Because the CHnv does not extend over the entire repository area, it
is depicted as pinching out roughly in the center of Fig. 11. Notice
that it takes about 100 to 10,000 times longer for a wetting front
starting at the ground surface to reach the repository than for a w_-
Ling front starting at the repository to reach the water table. Obvi-
ously, Yucca Mountain's capacity to attenuate and retard liquid pulses
Coy virtue of matrix interaction) primarily resides above the reposi-
tory. Therefore, given the existence of vertically extensive fracture
pathways,flow attributesthatmay leadto si= suitabilityprimarily Fig.II. Summaryof FMM calculationsof episodicnoncqmhbrium
resid,abovetherepositm'y.Accordingly.sitecharacterizationactivi- fracture-matrixflow for 100-Urn fractures,with and withoutthe
ties will need m focus on undezstanding and quantifying how (_nd to CHnv.
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the matrix imbibition diffusivity of the low-,/cm units is at least as Tuscon, AZ, Jan. 7.10, 1991. Also, UCRL.ID-108311,
greatas the molecularor ionicdiffusivities.For thehigh-kmunits. Lawrence Livermore NationalLaboratory,Livermore,CA
the matrix imbibition diffusivity is much greater than the molecular (1991).
nittusivity. Hence; advection by imbibition away from the fracture

.,_ will tend to domina_ molecular diffusion toward the fracture, limiting DOE CU.S. Dept of Energy) "Environmental Assessment: Yucca
the re-entrainment of previously imbibed radionuclides by subsequent Mountain Site, Nevada Research and Development Area, Neva-
fmelxtre pulses. If a radionuo,lide front is not driven to the water table da, Volume II," DOE/RW-0073 (1986).
during the course of a single infiltration episode, then subsequent

• movement of that h'ont will be largely governed by matrix-dominated DOE (U.S. Dept of Energy), "Yucca Mountain Project Reference In-
flow. Vertical movement of radionuclides along fractm'es is not formation Base," YMP/CC-0002 (Version 04.002), Nevada

cumulative for dissoived species in a partially saturated, fractured Operations Ofl_ce, I.as Vegas, NV, (1990).
porous n_exliu.,'_. However, vertical movement may be cu,nulative for
radionuclides that am entrained in colloids which can be filtered out Klavetter, E.A., and R.R. Peters, "Estimation of Hydrologic Properties
on fracture walls, of an Unsaturated Fracture Rock Mass," SAND84-2642, Sandia

Na.ional Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM (1986).

CONCLUSIONS Klavetter, E.A., and R.R. Peters, "A Continuum Model for Water

Saturation measurements from the RIB ('E_E 1990), "bomb- Movement in an Unsaturated Fracture Rock Mass," Water
pulse" 36Cl measurements reported by Norris (1989), and the resul:s Resources Research, Vol. 24, pp. 416-430 (1988).
of this modelin_ study are ali consistent with episodic fract0.u'e flow l_.in, W., and W. Daily,, internal memo, Lawrence Livermore National

from the grour.d surf_.e to considerable depths. With respect to the Laboratory, Livermore, CA (1990).
impact that r ,trix imbibition has on nonequilibrium fracture-matrix
flow, thr major hydrostr_.tigraphic units at Yucca Mountain fall into

Montazer, P., and W.E. Wilson, ",7onceptual Hydrologic Model of
two gerzralcategories:(I)thelow.km wel_aland nonweldodzeoli- Flow intheUnsaturatedZone,Yucca Mountain,Nevada,"Wa-
tizedunits(TCw, TSwl, TSw2, TSw3, and CHnz), which are likely

teaResourcesInvestigationReport84-4345,U. S. Geological
topromote fracture-dominatedflow,and (2)the high-kmnonwelded

Survey(1984).
vitricunits(PTn and CHnv), which are more likelyto promote

mamx-dominated flow. The discrepancybetweenthe apparentnear- Montazer,P.,E.P.Weeks, F.Thamir,S.N.Yard,and P.B.Hofrichter,

zero recharge flux to the low-km units and the apparent large rech_,rge "Monitoring the Vadose Zone in Fractured Tuff, Yucca Moun-
flux to tiie nigh.k, units can also be partially resolved by mechan-

tain, Nevada," in Characterization and Monitoring of the Va-isms that remove water from the vadose zone. These r_echanisms
dose Zone, National Water Well Association Symposium,

may include vapor flow (Thorstenson et aL 1989) as well as lateral Denver, CO, Nov. 19-21 t1985).
liquid flow along high-km units such as the CHnv. For scenarios in
which Yucca Mountain is not gradually saturating, the key considera.

NiLao, J.J., and T.A. Buscheck, "On the Infiltration of a Liquid Front
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